
What is Immersive Interactive?
Immersive Interactive provides virtual learning spaces that are fully interactive and multisensory,
engaging through sight, sound, smell, and touch.
Immersive Interactive allows you to transform a single modern classroom, or multiple rooms,
into an immersive space where learners can interact with the walls and surroundings, enriching
every aspect of their education.
Immersive Interactive’s initial design was to provide a multisensory teaching platform for
children with autism and we continue to evolve our special needs content today.
Immersive Interactive provides in-house, tablet-based software allowing you to choose between
a library of content or easily create and share your own.
Immersive Interactive is a turnkey solution providing you all of the hardware, software,
installation and training to transform your classroom or any space in virtual learning spaces.
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KEY FEATURES:

Standardized team training scenarios
One room – thousands of training environments
Limitless content creation  
Cloud-based and accessible from any browser anytime.
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User-friendly software allows for easy
control of your environment from a
provided tablet
Choose from provided content or create
your own
Thousands of backgrounds, exercises and
scenes included
Fully interactive content templates
360-degree camera to record your own
local content
A full suite of effects including lights,
scents, wind, snow, rumble, heat

Fully interactive on wall surfaces and floor
High quality projections with a correct aspect
ratio (no distorted projections)
Perfectly seamless high-quality flat
projections that can light up any size space
Multi-Player, Multi-Disciplinary, Multi-Patient
Available to scale into multiple rooms
Gesture control using multiple front-facing
kinetic sensors
Add interactive hotspots with questions, facts,
video, images, or sounds 
Access to new content downloads

Higher learning retention rates
High reality scenarios/teaching content
Multi-disciplinary scenarios
Over 500 installations globally

Why Immersive Interactive?

PAIR WITH LIFECAST AND
iSIMULATE FOR AN ECHO

COMPLETE SOLUTION!
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